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Abstract
Combining direct sequencing method in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products of deoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) pooling and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time of �ight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS) genotyping method in individuals, a panel consisting of 50 highly informative single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for parentage analysis was developed in a crossbred Chinese cattle
population. The average minor allele frequency (MAF) was 0.43 and the cumulative exclusion probability
for single-parent and both-parent inference met 0.99797 and 0.999999, respectively. The maker-set was
then used for parentage veri�cation in a group of 81 trios with the likelihood-based parentage-assignment
program of Cervus software. Compared with on-farm records, the results showed that this 50-SNP system
could provide su�cient and reliable information for parentage testing with the parental mistakes for
mother-offspring and sire-offspring being 8.6% and 18.5%, respectively. Knowledge of these results, we
provided one low-cost and e�cient method of SNP assays for running paternity testing in crossbred
cattle population of Simmental and Holstein in China.

Introduction
It is common knowledge that the success of genetic parameter estimation and genetic evaluation in
national or international cattle breeding systems is directly affected by the accuracy of pedigrees.
However, the wrong parentage appeared from time to time due to frequent use of arti�cial insemination
(AI) and the lack of �rmly maintaining reproduction records, and the inaccurate pedigree records [1].
Sanders et al. [2] had estimated the enormous in�uence of wrong and missing sire information on the
reliability of estimated breeding values and genetic gain, especially those sires with small progeny size
and traits with low heritability. An error rate by 10% in paternity determination would decline by 4.3%
genetic gain per year [3]. Therefore, parentage testing, an essential tool for revising pedigree errors, has
become an important element in both breeding practices and research.

Recent advanced deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) markers in single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) research
have become more and more popular and large numbers of dairy cattle were routinely genotyped for
dense SNP chip or whole-genome re-sequenced for genomic selection [4] and genome-wide association
studies [5], which also provided useful information for parentage assignment. Many studies have shown
that signi�cant progress in the utility of SNPs in cattle pedigree tests and some of them have presented
preliminary panels in parentage testing, for example, in Israeli cattle breeds [6], in East Asian Korean
Hanwoo and Japanese Wagyu [7], in American Angus beef cattle [8], as well as numbers of cattle breeds
in Ireland [9]. In addition, as the information contained in an SNP-set may signi�cantly be varied between
different populations, it is necessary to develop an SNP panel with su�cient power to identify individuals
and their parents in certain populations [7].

In the past decades, crossbreeding has been extensively practiced for improving milk production, milk
composition, fertility, as well as calving ease worldwide [10–13]. In China, the widespread crossbreeding
between Simmental and Holstein is a universal way so as to better improve the comprehensive bene�ts,
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as well as decline the inbreeding coe�cient [14, 15]. However, the mistakes of parentage occurred more
frequently in crossbreed populations, not the least because such reasons appear in pure one but the
pedigree registration not pay enough attention. In addition, there is no study to build one parentage
testing system for Chinese crossbred population, speci�cally. The aim of the present work was to select a
set of SNPs with effective information and to estimate the potential utility of these markers for parentage
testing in a Chinese crossbred population used two breeds, Simmental and Holstein, and provided one
potential panel of SNPs for farmers and researchers running DNA analyzes for assignment of paternity
purposes in that of the crossbred population in China.

Materials And Methods
Animals and DNA extraction

Seventy-�ve family trios, including calves and their registered parents, were used in the present study.
Those were: 1) 12 bulls from 2 breeds, 4 Chinese Holstein bulls and 8 Chinese Simmental bulls; 2) 75
Chinese Holstein cows; 3) 81 progeny with 3 half-sibs and 3 full-sibs, out of which 38 were crossbred
from Simmental, and the other 43 were pure Holstein. In total, 168 cattle were analyzed in the study.

The genomic DNA was extracted from frozen semen of bulls, and from peripheral blood samples of cows
and their calves using the DNA extraction kit (DP318, Tiangen Biotech Co., Beijing, China) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA content was measured with NanoDrop 2000 and adjusted to a �nal
concentration of 50 ng/ L. To facilitate searching and evaluation of SNPs, a DNA pool was constructed
with an equal quantity of DNA from 30 unrelated individuals.

Selection of SNP markers

SNP markers were pre-selected from previous reports [16, 17] and from chip data with Illumina BovineHD
BeadChip in Chinese Holstein cattle [18]. The selection criteria were: 1) the reported minor allele frequency
(MAF) larger than 0.3, and 2) the genetic distance of markers in the same chromosome should be greater
than 5cM. Then, SNPs were re-selected according to their heterozygosity that was predicted by the direct
sequencing in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product of pooling DNA according to the previous study
[19]. Only SNPs with an allele peak height ratio over 1:3 were considered to be highly heterozygosis and
were reserved preferentially. Finally, 59 promising highly polymorphic SNP markers were determined.

Genotype detection and Parentage analysis

The matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-�ight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS)
method was performed for genotyping the 59 markers of 168 individuals. Primers for multiple assays
were designed using Assay Design Software (version 3.1). For accuracy control, it arranged 10 pairs of
duplicate samples. Basic genetic parameters, including MAF, observed heterozygosity (HO), expected
heterozygosity (HE) and polymorphic information content (PIC), for each SNP and paternity index were
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calculated with Cervus 3.0 software [20]. And parentage analysis was carried out using the likelihood
method.

Results And Discussion
As a cost and time-effective design, pooling DNA has been used in many kinds of research, such as,
detecting SNP [21], estimating allele frequencies [22], QTL mapping [23], as well as genome association
scan [24]. In the present study, direct sequencing of pooled DNA was chosen for evaluating SNP
heterozygosity, and �nally, 59 markers with high information were determined.

Then, the MALDI-TOF MS method was used for genotyping the 59 SNPs in all the 168 cattle. For
assessing the accuracy of this platform 10 samples were repeated once and 936 data were gathered, out
of which only one pair of a duplicate sample in one SNP data was not identical, showing a genotyping
error rate of 0.002 in MALDI-TOF MS genotyping method, the similar SNP genotyping error was reported
by Heaton et al. [25] in sheep. In addition, according to Cooper et al. [26], the animal call rate was also
related to genotyping accuracy, the individual call rate ranged from 96–99% in our study. All the above
results demonstrated that the genotyping data got in the present study was validated, and the method of
MALDI-TOF MS could be a stable platform for genotyping those SNPs [27, 28].

Among the 59 SNPs, 9 were found to possess a call rate lower than 85% or being departed from the
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and were deleted in further analysis. Consequently, 8400 genotypes
generated from 50 SNP markers were �nally determined (Table S1). These 50 SNPs distributed on 27
autosomes (Fig. 1a), with an average call rate of 97.01% (8160/8400). The MAF ranged from 0.27 to
0.50, with an average value of 0.43 in the total population (Fig. 1b). The percentage of SNPs with a MAF
between 0.45 and 0.50 was 46%, and 74% of SNPs had a MAF ranging from 0.40 to 0.45. Ninety-six
percentages of SNPs had a MAF higher than 0.3, suggesting that these 50 markers were highly
informative and could be used as good genetic markers for parentage analysis in our crossbred
population [25].

Furthermore, we used the 50 markers to construct parentage testing, and the cumulative probability of
exclusion (CPE) for one-parent exclusion case and both-parent exclusion case was estimated to be
0.997974 and 0.999999, respectively, in consistence with the study of Zhang et al. [20] who reported 50
highly informative SNP markers for paternity testing in pure Simmental cattle population and suggested
the CPE of 35–50 SNPs could > 99% if selecting those highly heterozygous. In other earlier research,
Herráeza et al. [6] documented that the exclusion power of 43 SNPs could exceed 98% in Galloway cattle.
The International Committee for Animal Recording (ICAR) has also recommended a cattle consensus
panel of 100 core SNPs for genetic identi�cation and parentage analysis [29]. However, few SNPs used in
the present study were same as the above studies. The number one reason why those SNPs for paternity
testing signi�cantly vary between different populations is because core markers closely linked with
heterozygosity and call rate of SNPs in test population, so it is necessary to develop an SNP panel with
su�cient power to identify individuals and their parents in certain populations [7]. Therefore, our work in
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the current study made up for the shortcomings of non-speci�c paternity identi�cation markers for the
crossbred population of Simmental and Holstein in China.

The sub-set of 50 SNP markers was further used for veri�cation of parentage testing in the population of
168 individuals. The results of parentage inference analyses for the 81 calves were summarized in
Table 1. Of the 81 offspring-mother relationships, 79 had the con�dence > 85%, including 61 with
con�dence ≥ 95%. For paternity inference, 66 calves had the con�dence ≥ 95%, with a ratio of 81.5%,
and 76 individuals had a con�dence over 85%. In detail, seven calves with a con�dence level lower than
85%, and whose inferred parents were not the same as those recorded under the con�dence beyond 85%,
were considered as error paternity record in this study. The reason for this was that their real mother or
father was not sampled in this experiment, and there was a close relationship between two Simmental
bulls i.e. one sire was the uncle of the other. In total there were 17 calves whose inferred parents were
incompatible with the putative ones, among which 4 had both sire and dam pedigree errors. Parental
information of these 17 individuals was recon�rmed according to the on-farm records. The reasons for
paternity mistakes were analyzed using both birth and calving data, as well as insemination records. Six
calves had incorrect ear tags due to which their parent tracing was puzzled. In this farm, ear tagging of
freshly born calves is practiced once a week not immediately after birth which caused paternity error in
some calves. Three individuals were misidenti�ed due to incorrect recording the semen or the cow label
by AI technicians, and incorrect paternity recording for the other 8 calves were due to multiple
inseminations using different sires. In Israel, multiple inseminations could explain at most 20% of the
rejected paternity [1], however, in the present population, more than half of the paternity mistakes were
due to this reason. Thence, the comparison results con�rmed that pedigree inferred from the developed
SNP-panel was correct, which absolutely showed the effective and powerful identi�cation of this SNP
paternity testing system. At the same time, combining the on-farm and genotypic data for paternity
analysis is an effective option [30].

In the current study, the paternity mistakes of sire-offspring and mother-offspring were 18.5% (15/81) and
8.6% (7/81), separately. The paternity mistakes of sire-offspring was much higher than that of mother-
offspring, which were in line with the reports by Chu et al. [31] and Guo et al. [18] in the Chinese Holstein,
and the reason of the multiple inseminations using different bulls may account for those results. Many
studies had also reported the paternity error in other countries by using. In the United Kingdom (UK),
Visscher et al. [32] reported an overall paternity error rate of 10% in the dairy population. Similarly, 7%
paternity error was found in the Angeln dairy cattle population of German [2]. In Kenya, the sire
misidenti�cation rate was even over 50% in Boran cattle [33], which was much higher than the results of
the present study. Therefore, parentage testing as an essential tool for correcting pedigrees are extremely
important for both breeding and practice, efforts should be made to improve the accuracy of pedigree
records in the cattle industry. Generally, more and more �ndings have reported the SNP panels for
parentage veri�cation in different cattle population, for instance, the Red Sindhi cattle in Brazil [34], the
Brahman cattle in Costa Rica [35], the Angus Beef Cattle in United States of America [8], as well as the
Holstein population in Mexico [36]. Our results also showed that the set of 50 SNP markers could be a
practical tool for correcting pedigrees in the crossbred population of Simmental and Holstein in China.
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Table 1. Maternity and paternity inference results

Confidence level Maternity inference Paternity inference

  Calves Compatible Incompatible Calves Compatible Incompatible

95% 61(75.3%) 58 3 66(81.5%) 59 7

85% 95% 18(22.2%) 16 2 10(12.3%) 7 3

<85% 2(2.5%) 0 2 5(4.9%) 0 5

Incorrect rate     8.6%     18.5%

Conclusions
In the present study, combining the previous reports and the chip data from Chinese Holstein population,
and the result of direct sequencing of PCR products of pooled DNA and genotype data generated by
MALDI-TOF MS method in individuals, a set consisting of 50 highly informative SNPs for parentage
analysis was developed. In addition, the panel comprising 50 SNPs with an average MAF 0.43 for
parentage analysis could reach 0.99797 and 0.999999 in CPE for single-parent and both-parent inference
in present Chinese cattle population, respectively. And responding to on-farm records, the results of
further validation showed that the 50-SNP system could provide su�cient and reliable information for
parentage testing with the parental mistakes from mother-offspring and sire-offspring were 8.6% and
18.5%, respectively. Given acknowledge of the above results, we provided one low-cost and e�cient
method of SNP assays for running paternity testing in crossbred cattle population of Simmental and
Holstein in China.

Additional Files
Additional �le 1: Table S1. The 50 highly informative SNPs used for parentage analysis in the study.
(DOCX 26 kb)
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Figure 1

The chromosome distribution (a) and MAF distribution (b) of the 50 SNP markers.
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